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Welcome to #kimppakämppä in Habitare!

The innovative and Scandinavian style #kimppakämppä (“shared apartment”) created by designer 
Tapio Anttila and architect Jani Lahti is on display in the Ahead! area department 6 m 50. Plusliving 
is responsible for the architecture and construction of the house and Tapio Anttila Collection for 
the look and decor. Many new Tapio Anttila Collection pieces will be on display in the department 
including PUNNUS lamp, which represents modern wood design and award-winning LIMI chair.

The only thing that is constant in life is change - that’s what they say. But shouldn’t the home and its 
furnishings change as life changes? 
Flexibility, authenticity, durability and cosiness are the ingredients that will build the homes of the 
future. This is the belief of designer Tapio Anttila and architect Jani Lahti, who combined their 
creative powers and designed the home of the future for Habitare trade fair. 

“We need more flexible homes in the future. We live closer and closer together. This is why the 
spaces must be designed to be efficient, but also so that they are flexible in different phases of life 
and everyday situations“, explains architect Jani Lahti.

“Interior solutions add more flexibility to living spaces. Many features can be hidden in the furniture. 
The sofa converts into a guest bed, the table expands when guests come to dinner and the shelf 
expands according to storage needs“, says designer Tapio Anttila. 

The streamlined and modern #kimppakämppä is built from the domestic HOISKO’s CLT (cross-
laminated timber), which combines natural materials with modern technology. CLT is the building 
material of the future that opens up new architectural opportunities for home building and is at the 
same time an ecological, breathable and visually interesting material. 

The same genuine and robust approach is also visible in the Kimppakämpä’s interior design, which 
is based on durable and carefully designed furniture and lighting fixtures from the Tapio Anttila 
Collection.

”In the furniture we bring ecological and traditional materials to today’s design language. I believe 
that people continue to need innovative and timeless furniture in their homes which they can take 
care of when the wear and tear of life brings bumps and bruises”, says Tapio Anttila. 
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LIMI has veneers overlapping and imbricated  
Limi is the newest chair in the Tapio Anttila Collection with a beautifully 
curved seat section made of two veneers, which are glued overlapping. 
The sleek lines of the chair are both ergonomic and provide good 
support. The wooden chair seat is complemented by the slender metal 
legs joined together by a playful and asymmetrical steel wire frame. The 
multifunctional Limi is well suited as a dining chair or as an all-purpose 
chair for the home The chair is available in black, white and oak faced. 

Prices from 312 € / Vepsäläinen

PUNNUS – an eye-catcher
Making its first appearance at the fair PUNNUS lamp is an example of 
modern Finnish wood design - this spectacular lamp has been created 
taking advantage of modern technology. The light source of the lamp 
is replaceable G4 LED. The materials are ash and chrome plated steel.

Prices from 690 € / well-stocked interior design shops across the country

JAT-KO – place settings for two... no, for eight!
JAT-KO is an extendable table with a table surface consisting of side 
panels used on both sides - by changing the arrangement of the panels, 
the table setting and atmosphere can vary from family dining to a 
candlelit dinner for two. In addition to being extendable, the table has a 
heat-resistant, durable extra laminate piece which can be safely used to 
place hot dishes within diners’ reach. The materials are oak and black 
and white laminate.

Prices from 1790 € / Vepsäläinen and well-stocked interior design shops 
across the country

FRONT – Long or short
The new Front table has a thick wooden top and simple metal trestle legs. 
The combination of two different materials creates a modern, durable 
and light ensemble. The table top is made of selected solid oak and its 
surface is finished with a translucent white laquer. The Front table is ideal 
for many spaces and uses, as it is available in five different sizes. The 
longest table model is 220 cm and the shortest 140 cm. The table comes 
with black, white or chrome metal legs.  

Prices from 998 € / Vepsäläinen

Use LINKKI shelving to control your clutter  
Linkki shelving is multifunctional home storage furniture consisting of 
wall-mounted open shelves, cupboards with sliding doors and drawers. 
You can build your storage unit with the parts that fit your space and 
needs. Now there are more variation possibilities with the Linkki shelving. 
The series is supplemented with, for example, shorter shelves and wall-
mounted cabinets and drawers. The color choices are white, black and 
oak. 

Prices from 583 € / Vepsäläinen
Prices of photolibrary combinations » bit.ly/2eNUlyG

http://bit.ly/2eNUlyG
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Do you choose wood, metal or fabric?
The popular On sofa bed, celebrating its 10th anniversary, broadens the 
sofa concept. The buyer can now choose from various arms for the sofa.   
There are three options to choose from: stylish, full-bodied fabric arms, 
art deco-style metal tube arms and classic wooden arms. Fun details of 
the upholstered sofa include wooden handles for lifting on both arms.  
The On sofa can be made into a single bed or two separate guest beds 
for overnight guests. 

Prices from 2490 € / Vepsäläinen and well-stocked interior design shops 
across the country

DAY&NIGHT –  Everything is ready for overnight visitors 
Tapio Anttila Collection’s popular solid wood frame Day & Night sofa 
bed can be transformed in the blink of an eye into a double bed or 
two separate guest beds. The mattress pads, pillows and blankets are 
hidden inside the sofa pillows, so no separate storage space is required 
for bedding. This year the Day & Night sofa was awarded the prestigious 
Good Design design award. The sofa is available from Vepsäläinen 
stores across the country. 

Prices from 1490 € / Vepsäläinen

TIP and MARS lamps will illuminate the home of the future
The designer’s enthusiasm for the space theme is conveyed in the design 
language of the lighting range, while the simple shape of the TIP lamps 
and the flat LED light source effectively provide light to the surroundings 
without blocking the views in the space. The lamp is opalescent white 
acrylic, which has ideal illuminating properties. In addition, TIP lamps are 
available in black and white, whereby the light is directed downwards 
and the lamp itself becomes even less noticeable. When the light is on, 
the light takes the lead role - when turned off, the roles change and the 
aesthetics of the lamp are emphasized. 

TIP Ø60 pendant lamp from 645 €, TIP Ø40 pendant lamp from 494 €, TIP 
floor lamp from 756 €, TIP table lamp from 545 €, MARS pendant lamp 
from 446 €, MARS floor lamp from 546 € 

MIXRACK brings storage and showcases to your home 
MIXRACK is a multifunctional series of small products for the home - 
the series includes light and minimalist tables and shelves, as well as 
storage units. In the series you will find products for temporary storage 
for clothing in bedrooms, dressing rooms and hotel rooms, but also 
storage for bottles, magazines and shoes. The tabletops change with the 
interior design by easily turning them over - the two-sided top allows you 
to choose a black or white look. Minimalist products provide orderliness 
and a base for different kinds of storage and display - put your best on 
show!

MIXRACK rack, from 59 €, MIXRACK table from 195 €, MIXRACK shelf 
from 299 € / Vepsäläinen and well-stocked interior design shops across 
the country
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We are building Kimppakämppä together:
Tapio Anttila Collection range includes durable, inventive and functional home furnishings. 
All furniture, textiles and lighting in the collection are Tapio Anttila’s handiwork.

Plusliving is a trusted Finnish player who provides an easy way to build the ecological home or 
holiday home of tomorrow. In modern detached houses special attention is paid to quality, safety 
and health.

HOISKO is a domestic manufacturer of CLT; cross-laminated timber. This innovative building 
material is well suited for building detached houses, but also for larger buildings such as schools, 
sports halls and blocks of flats. The raw materials for HOISKO CLT come from certified Finnish 
forests. 

Also included: 
Furniture/ Interface, Piiroinen, Showroom Finland, Star-Kaluste 
Lighting / Innolux, Upwood design
Textiles / Lennol
Flooring / Parla 
Surface Finishes / Osmo Color 
Carpets / VM Carpet, GOF  
Interior Landscaping / Canto Verde

Photos: 
Tapio Anttila Collection photo library » bit.ly/2tEukDy
#kimppakämppä visualisations » bit.ly/2iI5Sk9
Tapio Anttila Collection lookbook » bit.ly/2qzot0R

More information:
Tapio Anttila / design / tapio@tapioanttila.com 
Arja Anttila / product information / arja@tapioanttila.com
Jani Lahti/ Plusliving architecture / jani.lahti@plusarkkitehdit.fi
Jukka Peltokangas / CLT – cross-laminated timber / jukka.peltokangas@hoisko.fi

http://bit.ly/2tEukDy
http://bit.ly/2iI5Sk9
http://bit.ly/2qzot0R


Designer Tapio Anttila and Tapio Anttila Collection

About the designer
An interior architect and designer based in Lahti Finland, Tapio Anttila (b. 1962) is a versatile 
freelance designer in his own company Tapio Anttila Design Ltd. Anttila works extensively in the 
fields of object like furniture and lighting, concept and interior design. He is particularly interested 
in wood and working it in a modern way, while still honoring traditions. When designing furniture, he 
focuses on functional pieces for homes and public spaces.

After years as an in-house designer, in 2005 Anttila established his own business, Tapio Anttila 
Design. Anttila’s clients include many Finnish and also Italian companies e.g. Riva1920. Products 
designed by Tapio Anttila are available in design stores in Finland and around the world, for instance 
at MOMA Design Store in New York.

Anttila has received several high-profile design awards. The most recent of these are the Furniture 
Designer of the Year award 2012 from the Finnish Association of Designers Ornamo. Also many 
international awards like two Interior Innovation Awards, ten times Good Design Awards for various 
products, two Green Good Design Awards and two times EcoDesign Award for sustainable design. 
He has participated in numerous internationally renowned exhibitions, design weeks and export 
initiatives in Milan, New York, Tokyo, Paris, Cologne, Berlin and Stockholm.

”Ecological aspects are one of the most leading values in Tapio Anttila’s design. Simplicity, ascetic 
form language and functionality not forgetting subtle humor are the best words to describe his 
design.” www.tapioanttila.com

About the Tapio Anttila Collection
Tapio Anttila has designed 10 years as a freelancer for several manufacturers of furniture, lighting 
and decorative products. Now the best products are collected under one interior product collection: 
Tapio Anttila Collection. The stand of Tapio Anttila Collection was awarded as the best stand design 
award in Finland’s leading furniture and interior decoration event, Habitare in 2015.

“The main idea has been to collect the best designs and create one brand to make the interior 
product collection clear. Characteristic design language of the same designer is the combining 
strength of the interior product collection. Idea is to underline Finnish design and manufacturing as 
well as to create additional marketing channel to the manufacturers.” - Says Tapio Anttila.

Several products from the collection have received international design awards such as the Good 
Design Award, the Interior Innovation Award, the Fennia Prize and the EcoDesign Award. 

Tapio Anttila Design: www.tapioanttila.com
Tapio Anttila Collection: www.tapioanttilacollection.fi
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www.tapioanttila.com
http://tapioanttilacollection.fi/index.php/en/

